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 KICKING IT INTO HIGH GEAR   
 

I am going to go out on a limb 

and say that we are probably 

safe from any major 

snowstorms and anymore snow 

days (fingers crossed!) coming 

our way, which is great news! 

However, that means that we 

only have 3 months left of 

school!!! Yikes! We will be 

kicking into high gear from 

now until the end of the year 

since we still have units to finish 

and new units to begin. The 

motivation from the students is 

still really high allowing us get a 

lot done in a short amount of 

time. I feel so lucky 

to work with such 

an awesome 

group of kids.  If 

you haven’t done 

so already, please 

follow us on Twitter 

to see photos of 

what’s happening 

in LEAP. This is the 

best way to stay 

up to date with 

what your child is 

doing! 

     

 

The winter has also brought us new students! We will have additions to almost every grade level at each 

school since the last newsletter update, which is always great news! I know you will join me in welcoming our 

new LEAPers. 

 

Hamden Hall Country Day School is once again offering its Summer Engineering and Science Academy.  For 

parents that are unfamiliar with this program, it is a one week summer program that offers STEM activities to 

students entering grades 5, 6, 7 and 8.  It is by application only and the best part is, IT’S FREE!!!   

If your child is selected they participate for free.  

For more information go to the following website: http://www.hamdenhall.org 

Applications are due May 12, 2017! 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Are you in the know? 

To get up-to-date information and photos 

regarding LEAP and other news regarding 

gifted educations by following me on 

Twitter! 

MonicaHarned@LEAPinOrange 

Here’s how! 
 

1. If you do not already have the 

Twitter app installed on your 

smartphone, tablet or computer, 

you will need to install it.  

 

2. Set up an account or sign in 

 

3. Find me at:  

 

@LEAPinOrange 

 

4. Be sure you select  

Monica Harned 

 

5. Click FOLLOW  

 

6. I will then confirm your account. 

 
 

http://www.hamdenhall.org/
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Talent Pool Unit Overviews 

Grade 6 at Peck Place School, Race Brook School and Turkey Hill School 

  The sixth graders have almost completed their bridges! Soon their bridges will be ready for 

presentations. I think the challenging part of the construction process is the actual calculation. Most groups 

are finding that precision is so important to the success of a bridge. This year, I have also noticed how 

important it is to emphasize proactive collaboration and teamwork to be successful.  I feel like this is a crucial 

skill for the 21st century and students are reaping the benefits.  

As the unit culminates, the students are very excited and anxious to test their bridges under the weight of 

a brick.  I have a feeling these groups are going to be very surprised with the results.  

To view pictures of the groups completed bridges, you will have to follow us on TWITTER @ 

monicaharned@LEAPinOrange. 

The skills addressed in the unit are as follows: 

S1: Develop a persuasive letter using specific characteristics of persuasion 

S2: Recognize attributes of bridges 

S3: Analyze different types of bridges 

S4: Determine scale 

S5. Modify uses of materials 

S6. Produce a model bridge with precision 

S7: Evaluate 

S8: Cooperate in small groups 

 

 

Grade 5 at Peck Place School, Race Brook School and Turkey Hill School 

 Students at Peck Place School, Race Brook School and Turkey Hill School are just about to begin 

designing their virtual bridges through West Point Bridge Designer. The students design 4 types of bridges that 

have to meet a specified budget and also fall between a specified range of compression and tension forces.  

Once completed, students will be placed in small groups and begin their final construction project, which will 

include writing a proposal, designing a blue print and constructing a model bridge. This is longest part of the 

unit but also the most rewarding.  

I have posted the West Point Bridge Designer guidelines on Google Classroom so that students may 

download the program at home to work on.  Parents, now you can join your child in the virtual bridge 

building process. This can be an interesting and challenging way to work together, not to mention FUN!! 

Follow us on Twitter to get the most up-to-date photos and other information regarding bridges. 

This challenging West Point Bridge Designer program has introduced students to the engineering design process. 

S1:Build and test model bridges designed to carry a live load 

S2: Investigate how compression and tension affect bridges strength  

S3: Determine and remain within a set budget 

 

Other skills will include: 

S1: Develop a persuasive letter using specific characteristics of persuasion 

S2: Recognize attributes of bridges 

S3: Analyze different types of bridges 

      S4:Determine scale 
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S5. Modify uses of materials 

S6. Produce a model bridge with precision 

S7: Evaluate 

S8: Cooperate in small groups 

 

 

Grade 4 at Peck Place School, Race Brook School and Turkey Hill School 

 

 The fourth graders are working on designing video games using the Scratch program. Scratch is 

platform that is used to “easily” create video games. We have been working on this program for several 

weeks and are just getting the hang of it. There is a tremendous amount of skill that is needed to create a 

video game, I am just so impressed that these 4th grade students are up for the challenge.  

At this point, the students should have designed at least 2 levels in their video game.  Scratch is accessible 

from home and you can play your child’s game and give him/her feedback. You too will be impressed by 

their skill in video game design. 

Skills addressed during this portion of the unit are: 

S1: Identifying coordinates on a graph 

S2: Thinking creatively 

S3: Analyzing different games 

S4: Creating a prototype 

S5: Experimenting with different scripts 

S6: Collaborating with peers 

 

I hope you enjoyed the winter edition of the newsletter. As always, I appreciate any feedback or 

suggestions you may have to improve my communication with you. And remember to follow us on Twitter! 

monicaharned@LEAPinOrange 

Fondly,  

Monica Harned 
 

 

It’s not too early to think about summer options for you gifted student. Click on the link below: 

 

http://www.ctgifted.org/website/publish/home/index.php?Summer-Enrichment-Programs-78 

 

http://www.ctgifted.org/website/publish/home/index.php?Summer-Enrichment-Programs-78
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